
QUESTIONAIRRE TO NOVICE MEMBERS OF THE IFCS (CORK BRANCH) 

 

The following questions were put to champion member of the IFCS (Cork 

Branch) by The secretary Tom O’Regan. The member Tim Watson from 

Midleton Co. Cork who is a champion exhibitor since 1992 and has taken 

many best Irish fancy along the way at all the major shows, I took a visit to 

his aviary before the breeding season to find out about his approach to 

breeding and exhibiting Irish Fancy canaries. He was brief on starting with 

birds and how long he is keeping Irish Fancy Canaries. When I visited 

Seanie Forde, who has kept birds all his life and started with Irish Fancy 

Canaries for muling until he eventually progressed to keeping just Irish 

Fancy Canaries three years ago. His set up is a block shed 20ftx10ft with 

more than enough natural daylight, consisting of 40 cages which can be 

turned into double or treble breeders which he uses for getting his birds 

into condition and weaning young birds. 

 

 

 

Breeding 

1. What feed do you give to your birds leading up to the breeding 

season and when do you start bring your birds into condition 

(Anything else you might do to bring them into condition i.e. baths, 

fresh air, heating-if you use heating do you use it all winter long. Do 

you keep hens/cocks in flights in preparation for the season 

ahead.? When bringing my birds into condition I start in January by 

giving them eggfood and conditioning seed and as the months 

progress, I increases the amounts of egg food and conditioner, the 

greens I give them are broccoli and soaked seed, the cocks and 

hens are kept in separate breeders. Plenty of baths are given as this 

is very goods for birds to keep themselves clean and also in very 



good condition, he also makes sure that they have plenty of fresh 

air on bright day's but leaves the windows closed on cold and 

damp days. No heating is used at anytime during the year, cock 

and hens are kept in treble breeders prior to breeding season, the 

extra exercise also helps his birds come into condition. 

2. Once in condition when will you put the hens into breeders and 

when will you introduce the cock to the hen? The hens are put into 

double breeders on the 15th March with nest pan and will introduce 

cocks once hens start to build their nests. 

3. Do you use pairs or trio's, if pairs do you leave the cock with the hen 

while incubating? He uses pairs and trio's, in pairs he leaves the 

cock with the hen, but with trio's he leaves the cock in between the 

hens and if a hen is feeding poorly, he will leave him in to assist the 

hen which he says works wonders. 

4. Do you replace egg with dummy eggs, how many eggs do you like 

to see in a nest 4/5, if you have five eggs in a nest do you have 

feeding problem on hatching and if so, what actions are carried 

out? How often during the day you give feeding hens eggfood? He 

replaces dummy eggs with eggs on the 4th day in the morning so 

that chicks hatch out early in the day and can be fed, he prefers to 

see four eggs in the nest as he feels hens can cope better with four 

chicks, if five chicks are hatched he returns the cock to assist in 

feeding, and only give egg food three times a day to his feeding 

hen, morning, mid-day and early evening. 

5. How many days do you give for incubation and when due to hatch 

what do you feed-when do you introduce greens-when do you ring 

your birds? Birds are given 14days incubation counted from the day 

of setting and will leave birds sit out as he has occasionally 

encountered chicks hatching at 16,17, days of incubation, the eve 

before hatching eggfood (cede) with broccoli that has been put 



through a blender is given and find that the birds relish this mixture 

he also gives soaked seed in a separate round eggfood drawer. 

Chicks are rung once he sees their droppings on the edge of the 

nest as to ring before hand hens tend to throw chicks out of the 

nest, on occasions this has happened the chicks had to be revived 

by blowing on them and returning them to the nest 

6. Dead in shell (DIS)-What do you do to remedy DIS and what do you 

think causes it? He thinks this may be caused by birds not sitting 

properly, coming of nest during darkness from night fright and not 

being able to return to nest, since he left a night light on at night, he 

found it has reduced this problem. 

7. At what stage will you introduce a new nest pan for the second 

round, if the cock is separated when will you re-introduce him Do 

you give nest material at this stage to prevent feather plucking, if a 

hen feather plucks do you think her offspring will do the same? 

When the chicks are 16 days old, he introduces a new nest pan with 

nest material as it reduces feather plucking but feels no matter how 

much nest material you give a hen that was feather plucked as a 

chick, she will do the same. Once the hen starts to rebuild, he will 

return the cock (Only two rounds are taken from each hen).  

8. Causes of slip claw and remedy? Hen sitting tight on single chicks 

seem to be the cause of slip claw and the only remedy seems to be 

taping the claw up the shank the bird’s leg. 

9. At what stage do you separate the chicks and what procedure do 

you have when weaning - perches, leave cock with chicks, titbits? 

Once he sees chicks eating eggfood and is certain that the parents 

are not feeding them at this stage he will remove chicks ensuring all 

records are up to date, the cock may be left in with chicks if the 

need arises. Perches are left in cages and have never a problem 

leaving them with chicks. 



10. What annoys you most about the breeding season? Seeing hens 

coming off their nests and hens that don't rear chicks. 

Moulting 

1. What special treatment if any do you give your birds while in moult? 

He says plenty of baths and for birds that refuse to bathe alight 

spray usually entices them to bathe, plus plenty of greens and 

eggfood. 

2. Do you show train your birds while they are in moult and if you do, 

do you think it has any effect on them? During the moult birds are 

trained by putting show cages and wire cages on to cages with no 

effects to the young birds, to hop in and out of the cages, at this 

time of year. 

Training & Show Season 

1. At what stage do you start training your birds i.e., wire cages, show 

cages (titbits to entice them into show cage)? Show training starts 

as soon as he separates the birds from parents, a wire cage is put 

up a long with a show cage with a piece of broccoli put into 

each to entice them into cages, wire cages are left up so as to 

get the birds use to them for spraying in preparation for shows. 

2. How long do you leave birds in show cages while training them? 

At first, they are left for an hour at a time, after a while maybe six 

to eight hours a day leading up to shows in order to get birds use 

to the long period in a show cage during shows (Friday-Sunday).  

3. What do you look for in a bird while training? While training birds 

he likes to see a bird that will show it self well, show plenty of thigh 

and the bird is very steady in a show cage. 

4. What is your favourite colour canary? His favourite colour is yellow 

variegates which he says is the back bone of his breeding stock 

and he also likes fawn & whites 



5. How do you prepare your show cages for a show? Preparing show 

cages is the most important part of showing, before a show 

season cages are checked and painted, for each show two good 

handful of seed are put into each cage, after shows cages are 

washed out in preparation for next show. 

6. Have you any special show on the show calendar? The show he 

likes best are the Cork C.B.S. IFCS club show and the IFCS (Cork 

Branch) show in which he is a member of all these societies in 

which he has had a lot of success at these shows and mainly 

because of the other exhibitors he meets at these shows. 

7. What is your best achievement to date on the show bench? He 

has won in many shows to date and says his best achievement 

was Best Irish Fancy at the IFCS (Cork Branch) with 250 birds on 

show 2001, a clear buff hen took the top award at this show, the 

first novice to achieve this award best novice at the Cork CSB2000 

which had around 500 Irish Fancy Canaries in the show with a blue 

& white hen which is bred down from a variegate, he also has a 

cinnamon buff hen that wasn’t beaten on the bench During last 

years show season. 

8. At shows when you have questions to ask do you feel you get the 

right answers from fellow exhibitors and are you given the right 

advice? All exhibitors give the answers I need in relation to what I 

ask and always get advice from other exhibitors and never has he 

got the cold shoulder when looking for advice. 

9. How often will you show a bird in one season, do you ever have a 

problem with over showing hens? Hen's may be shown up to four 

times in one season providing the condition of the bird is good, his 

birds get a two week break between shows and maintains this is 

what keeps them in condition for shows, hens that are shown four 



times, he has no problem breeding with them once they are in 

condition. 

10. Have you any dislikes about shows? He has no dislikes about 

shows he likes all aspects of shows and feels by attending shows 

he will learn a lot more about the Irish Fancy canary and what he 

has to aim for himself during the breeding season.  

 

 

General Management 

1. Preparation of cages for breeding season-Painting of cages? In 

preparation for the breeding season all cages are scrubbed and 

washed down with jeyes fluid disinfectant, when dry the cages are 

painted with white gloss paint 

2. Control of mite in your aviary in general? The shed is sprayed with 

jeyes fluid disinfectants he feels this gets rid of mite, nest felts are 

sprayed 3D detergent Disinfectant and leaves nest felts damp and 

so far, this year he hasn’t had any trouble with mite compared to 

last season when he had a very bad season due to mite. 

3. Cleaning of cages and what material do you use in your breeders? 

Cages are cleaned on a weekly basis and uses sawdust at the 

bottom of his breeders and while cleaning he gives the trays a spray 

of 3D's disinfectant. He has no problems cleaning cages when hens 

are sitting. 

4. Cleaning of perches & drinkers? Done on a weekly basis and done 

more so in the breeding season. 

5. Feeding of bird and additives? His birds are fed with natural canary 

seed 

Sum Up 

In general, what do you think of the Irish Fancy Canary, has it improved 

since you started the hobby, and if you were to make any changes to 



your stock what would it be? He finds the quality of the Irish Fancy Canary 

is getting better each year with size and feather quality improving all the 

time, he doesn’t feel at the moment he has to make any changes to his 

stock. 

There has been new changes to the Irish fancy show cage, what do you 

think about it? I think this change is for the better as by adding the bosses 

to the perches it improves the look of the show cage and will make birds 

come out more to the front of the show cage and stop shy birds hiding at 

the back of the cage, as for the hole on the top of the show cage I don't 

think that will make any difference to exhibiting birds as stewards should 

be instructed by judges to only bring two cages to the bench at a time for 

judging, as always has been the case. 

 

 

 


